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Luke & Les Cross of
Gosport, Hampshire

Yannick and his performances.

Clayton, next generation.

It won’t be too long before this father and son partnership will be
making their way to the presentation table to collect a 1st Open award. I
have known Luke and Les for over 10 years and their performances have
got better and better, as has their enthusiasm. Luke has always been as
keen as mustard even from a young nipper. He knows his pigeons inside
out, what they can achieve and he is not afraid to put them to the test.
Credit should also be given to Dawn, who always turns up at the marking
station with the birds in tow. This is their story so far … ‘I have always had
a fascination with wildlife, from about eight years old I use to keep all
sorts of birds I had pigeons, kestrels, owls even a pheasant. I formed a
love for pigeons and dreamed that one day I will have my own loft and
racing pigeons. I used to go to a local pigeon fancier’s house and he
would give me strays or unrung young birds, which I kept in the coal shed
at my parents, but only ever as pets. When Dawn and I got together, we
had a ground floor flat and before she knew it, I had built a little shed. I
caught some pigeons from under the rafters at St Mary’s Hospital in
Portsmouth, we hand fed them and had them coming back to us. We
moved around quite a bit so I never had the opportunity to establish a
race loft.
This changed when we moved to Gosport in 1998 and soon after the
move whilst shopping in Fareham High Street I noticed this young pigeon
running around squeaking. I could see it was rung, I quickly scooped him
up and he was put into a shoe box from the shop ‘Shoefayre’ and we took
him home. I put him in a rabbit cage, we fed him on chicken feed, and
had him flying around the house where he would sit on the windowsill. A
few weeks later, Dawn brought him home a friend she had found, which
had fallen out of a nest. So, we now had what we called ‘Shoefayre’ and
Dawn's ‘Fox Red’. After a couple months we were starting to get fed up
with the mess on the windowsill etc, thinking that it's time to move these
birds on so, we took Shoefayre to Dawn's auntie’s house up in Stoke-onTrent, approx. 200 miles away and let him go. I was under the
assumption that the problem was solved and that we wouldn’t see him
again. We were very wrong because when we got back home, he was
sat on top of the rabbit cage waiting to be fed. A few days later we then
sent him to Manchester with a friend and he still came back. We were
then coming to terms with the fact that we would not lose him very easily.

CSCFC presentation 2019.
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3rd Open CSCFC old hens.

Les and his dad.

We managed to contact with a local pigeon fancier, George Smith and I
explained the situation to him. I will never forget his reply, wittily saying
to put him in the stock shed. George then went on to explain how to go
about reporting the bird which I did, the bird’s owner was Graham
Matthews of Titchfield. I got in touch of Mr Matthews who invited me and
Shoefayre to his home. My heart was in my mouth as I had become
attached to bird, and thought Mr Matthews might want him back, but, to
my relief he didn’t. Mr Matthews explained that the bird been away from
home too long and after seeing how keen I was, he let me keep him.
Soon after, Mr Matthews offered me a pied hen, which become
Shoefayre’s mate. Unfortunately for Dawn, Fox Red had to be rehoused
as I had learnt this was a feral bird. The rabbit cage then became a 6ft x
4ft shed with a small aviary. Over the years the lofts have come down and
gone back up again, getting slightly bigger each time, until they become
what they are today, a 24ft loft along the back garden.
In 1999, I joined the local pigeon Fleetlands Club in Gosport, that flew
in the then, Mighty Solent Fed. We made some good friends and took
sound advice. I did my internship, between Bill Edwards of Gosport and
George Smith, I just asked questions and listened. It wasn't too long
before I was race ready, I was hungry for success and wanted to win. In
2000, I won my first race from Exeter with a good club turn out, it was like
winning the Olympics. I went from strength-to-strength scoring several
firsts and doing well in the fed. When I left the club, I was the highest
prizewinner that season. I then joined the Petersfield Club with the old
legends like Ernie Deacon, the 2000 Pau National winner, Albie Deacon,
Jimmy Wearn and Jimmy Shepherd. These were National flyers and
being in their company made me want to compete at their level, I will
never forget what Ernie said to me ‘’different pigeons for the Nationals,
Les, these are not Club pigeons’’. I went into the clock station nom in
Cosham. To everyone’s shock including my own, I won it! It was with a
good cock bred by George Smith ‘115’, he was 8th Sec, 23rd Open St
Nazaire, 250 miles. This was not in the script, I don’t think that was meant

to happen. We all had a good bit of banter, and I had caught the bug for
Nationals and Classics.
Around this time, 2006, my son, Luke, started to show a real interest
in the birds. He was very keen and just seemed a natural. He bought a
fresh insight into the racing with different methods and ideas. His
knowledge largely came from the influences of other fanciers. He worked
for a while, as a runner for Tony Cowan of Southampton at his auctions.
This is where he had the opportunity to handle quality pigeons and meet
top-class fanciers from up and down the country. Tony and his wife Maria
took him under their wing, and Luke has very fond memories of these
times. I'm still waiting for Tony to publish his book, as he can tell you story
after story about pigeon men. Learning plenty, Luke brought fresh ideas
to our management, such as flying widowhood etc. Over the years we
have raced together and separately in the same garden, enjoying the
highs and lows and sharing good times together, but we have ultimately
decided that two heads are better than one.
The loft we have now is 24ft with three sections, 6ft stock section that
houses 10 pairs, 12ft widowhood section housing maximum of 16 cocks,
a 6ft old hen/young bird section that houses 30 birds, with another small
shed 6ft x 4ft housing a further 30 young birds. We have purpose-built
widowhood hen boxes, that are a basic design of 4 x nest boxes. Over
the years we have kept them in different ways but find this to be the best
way to maximise space available due to the size of the garden. The lofts
and boxes are all grilled, this is a massive benefit to us as these days, as
Luke does all the loft cleaning due to me having we PFL, so I try to keep
out of the loft as much as possible, which is easier said than done.
We like all types of racing and strive to be competitive from the first
race until the last, but our main passion is National and Classic racing.
We particularly like racing from 200 miles plus, as we feel that this put
most fanciers on a more level playing field. Although we race the fed and
enjoyed our share of success, having won the fed and scored highly on

Current loft set-up.

Current loft.
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One of Les' old lofts.

a few occasions, our better results have come in specialist clubs, this we
feel is largely due to how we train, being from any direction and don’t
tram line our birds.
We have still got the original Delbar strain from Shoefayre running
through our birds today. This has kept us in good stead and they have
always been consistent for us, but at the same time we have always tried
to bring in faster birds with brains. Before Luke was racing with me, I had
strains like Westcott from Charlie Guy, and also tried some Staf van
Reets as well as blending some Janssens together from Angel Brothers
and Red Star Lofts. These Janssens, along with a very successful loft
visit to the very successful racing lofts of Crammond & Langstaff meant
that in 2010, we brought some of their Vandenabeeles and we really
haven’t looked back. These have given us some fantastic results over the
years. In the past few seasons, we have started to bring in more distance
birds including Matt Rakes Indy lines via Country View Lofts. This season

we have brought in grand children of New Laureaat HOA, as well as Mark
Gilbert bloodlines and Noble Dream lines of Anthony & Bob Beasant.
This is all in aid of trying to fulfil a real goal of clocking from Barcelona
and consistent 500mile races.
We keep about 10 pair of stock birds and float eggs under these. If
they are top performance race birds, then we would only keep their eggs.
We train right up to the first race of the season, and only flick the birds
out if we feel it necessary once racing starts. This is done just to keep the
birds on form. We don’t do anything fancy with treatments, just keep on
top of the usual cocci, canker and we use garlic in the water to keep
these levels down naturally. We feed Gem corn, use multi-vitamins and
grits. We find that for us the key what with the birds success, is no matter
the method, it is important for routine and to keep the birds as calm and
content as possible. Although we do race widowhood as the races get
longer, we like to re-pair and race them for the big races back to eggs,
preferably 10 days.
Our advice to a new starter is that you never stop learning in this sport
because if you do you will stand still. Look at what type of racing you
want, then go to someone is always thereabouts or preferably winning in
the Nationals, Classics etc who are based local to you. Don’t purchase
birds from too many lofts, keep it to one or two. Make sure that you have
vaccinated and that the birds are free from illness before they go into
your lofts and don’t let any strays in. If any do turn up or late returns
(overnight), keep them in a basket, it really is important not to let any

Les.

Shoefayre.

Dawn’s Faith multi-prizewinner incl 10th.
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Les and his old loft.

Les with his first loft.

diseases get into your loft. Feed the best that your pocket will allow and
don't overcrowd the birds. I think as fanciers, we could attract more
young people if there was time spent going around the schools and
educating youngsters on racing pigeons from war time up to the present
day. It’s sad that we are a sport in decline and in a few years we won’t
have clubs, there will just be one or two marking stations for the specialist
clubs. I think that ETS was a fantastic step forward to help the elderly and
people with disabilities to race, as it gives their pigeons an even playing
field.
The person who I admire in the sport is John Ayling of Gosport. I don’t
think there that anyone locally that has achieved what he has from that
distance to a small back yard loft. Over the seasons he has been so
consistent, but there are also a few names past and present that I would
like to mention that have given me help and advice, and who I have learnt
a great deal from. Frank Thorne of Gosport who won Barcelona with Blue
Violet, and I spent a lot of time in his company, Les Chapman another
nice guy, Roy Oldfield who won Pau National with Clanfield Expected.
We have met some characters over the years and made some solid
friendships. This takes me to what I call the modern-day flyer, one of our
biggest competitors and friend, is Steve Harris of Portchester. If you are
in front of Steve on race day, you know that you won’t be far away and
he is always on hand for advice if needed. He and his wife, Yvette also
have had a lot of time for Luke, taking him to the Spring Exchange and
other excursions as a young man. We have swapped birds with our good
friend Steve over the years and this has produced champions in both

lofts. This is where our current super star Yannick comes from. He was
champion old bird in the CSCFC in 2019.
Some of our best performances over the years come about when we
only send one or two birds and get them in the top results, such as in
Narbonne International. We have sent two Narbonne Internationals,
getting back all three of our entries. In 2009, sending two birds, we were
13th UK and 2019, sending one bird, we were 11th UK. We also sent one
to Saintes NFC, finishing in the top 50 and winning us a £1,000 (which
was nice) and having two drop from Tarbes National on the day being
93rd and 99th Open when sending four. We have had several good
performances between us, with the elusive 1st Open just being out of
reach so far. Some of our best performances not mentioned above are:
1st Section, 49th Open NFC Fougères YB 2009; 1st Section, 18th Open
CSCFC Coutance 2019; 3rd Section, 3rd Open CSCFC Coutance OH
2018; 7th Section, 12th Open CSCFC Bergerac 2016; 4th Section, 5th
Open BICC 2009; 7th Section, 18th Open NFC Carentan 2013; 3rd
Section 48th Open Saintes NFC 2011; 9th Section, 9th Open CSCFC
Guernsey YB 2014; 4th Section, 8th Open Coutance YB 2018; 5th
Section, 59th Open BBC Cholet 2019; 5th Section, 80th Open BBC
Bordeaux 2018; 5th Section, 89th Open BBC Bordeaux 2017.
I several good memories of racing which make me smile. One day
both Luke and I were waiting for the birds when Luke was flying on his
own to the same back garden. Luke was on T3, I was on ETS, two
pigeons came together both for Luke, he ran in the loft to clock them,
then he heard the bleep, he came out after clocking and said ‘you got one
didn't you’, I just had this great big smile on my face. I was 1st Club, Luke
was 2nd and 3rd. It wasn't long until he had his day from Saintes, he

Yannick with 2020 babies in the nest.

Yannick.
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Multi prizewinner, 2 x 3rd Section NFC original Janssen.

clocked his bird and left me waiting for mine while he went for a shower,
half hour later he opened up the bathroom window and shouts ‘what's up
Dad not got anything yet’, we had some great banter. We had another
race and this hen came like a rocket she was normally a plodder, it all
soon came to light when she hit the trap, a hawk was chasing her, we
thought it was unusual. Last but not least, we used to have a big tree at
the bottom of the garden, on this particularly race day we had this blue
cock come, he made a circle round the tree (or so we thought), when
suddenly a blue pied replaced it. We both saw the same thing. We
laughed because obviously what happened was a blue passed from the
south and the pied came out of the north. Ultimately, although all the firsts

Luke & Les with Yannick.

are what we race for and doing well is nice, the best thing is spending
time, as not only father and son but also as a family. Although not all the
family are involved heavily in pigeons, they all share an interest and ask
about the racing and will come and sit in the garden for the odd 20
minutes here and there. They all have tolerated the ups-and-downs over
the years, but none more-so than my wife, who has always supported
Luke and me. I really don’t know how she has put up with the pair of us
at times. We are looking forward to many more seasons ahead.
CLARE NORMAN

South Lancs Combine
On Sunday 5th January a meeting was held
at the Stubshaw Cross Labour Club to see if
there was any support from a number of local
pigeon clubs to try and re-form the old South
Lancs Combine which had not raced a full old or
young bird land programme for over 15 years, it
could be longer. Following a quick meeting of
the Lymm Federation clubs which had kept the
Combine going in the past number of years by
holding four Channel races only, it was agreed
by this Federation and a number of other clubs
who were in attendance to go ahead and re-form
the Combine. Some of these clubs had been
founder affiliated clubs of the old South Lancs
Combine. One club was Lymm FC and it was
this club’s Secretary, Alan Buckley, with help
from Kevin Smith and Richard Gaskell and
others who have kept the Combine ticking over.
The Combine will have a full old bird land and
Channel race programme, starting on 11th April
at Wollaston, followed by Channel and young
bird racing. The clubs’ delegates then held what
can only be called a South Lancs Combine AGM
with the following fanciers taking jobs: President
and Race Controller Alan Buckley; Chairman
Frank Howard; Secretary Steve Carroll. There
were a number of votes taken on a number of
points such as transport; club baskets, pick-up
times and Combine radius, all of which will be
printed in the Combine’s new set of rules.
Just to go back to the Combine’s early days it
had its own transporter which was called the
Queen Of The Road. This transporter which
carried over 7,000 birds was at this time, 35
years ago, the best transporter on the road. The
Combine also had a 16 member transport
committee made up from members from the
Wigan Amal and the Warrington Fed which
made up the Combine in those days. Just to
name a few who gave their time to the running

of the Combine in the early days, Len Owen,
Harry Barton, Jim Hall, Terry Dawber (yes the
same Terry Dawber now running the NWHU),
John Kirk Snr, Harry Gill, Richard Kirkbride and
Brian Pilling who was Chairman for sometime,
what a team, there were more but the old
memory can’t recall all the names.
The Combine’s main officials in the early days
were the best, remember Fred Topping? And
who could forget Harry Bate, the Combine Race
Controller then we had Harold Gilbody, the long
serving Secretary. It was a few years after
Harold had retired that the Combine had some
money problems which were sorted out by
Richard Kirkbride and Fred Topping who put in a
lot of hard work to get those problems sorted.
One other Combine official I must mention is
Jimmy Ramsdale. It was Jimmy who had the job
of selling the Wigan Amal’s cups and trophies
which were all solid silver, when the Amal came
to the end of its days. This Amal was one of the
oldest pigeon organisations in the country and it
is just one of the many pigeon organisations that
have gone under in the past 10 years. The
Combine has had many top fanciers, remember
Mr & Mrs Ricky Bower of Northwhich, Brian &
Tom Howarth at Pickmere, Joe Shore with his
loft at Comberbach and Bob Moss with his top
team of Busschaerts at Wincham. All in the
south end of the Combine in the Cheshire
countryside.
The Combine has had many more top
fanciers who could hold their own in any
company. One was Joe Smith with his loft at
Winwick, he won some Combine races. We also
had Frank Howard who topped the Combine five
times in the same season which was a record at
the time. This record might now have gone due
to the outstanding partnership of the Curtis,
Wall, Lunt & Green coming on to the pigeon

racing scene in the later days of the Combine,
but this partnership won many races in the
Warrington Fed and the Combine. Just one
more partnership who were the tops in the
Combine with many wins were Mr & Mrs Jim
Dicken of Leigh, Lancs, their first success came
at their first loft at Glazebury.
To finish this list of top fanciers who put up
many top wins in the Combine, it’s the
performance of the fancier who nominated two
of his pigeons to win 1st and 2nd Club, Amal and
Combine at the Combine’s 500 plus mile race
from Niort. These two birds were trained and set
up for just this race, they were paired up late in
spring and trained for this one race. Come the
day of the 500 miler, this cock and hen went in
the clock to finish 1st and 2nd Club, Amal and
South Lancs Combine. What a performance.
Stand up and take a bow Geoff Sanderland of
Ashton. There are many more top performances
but to give a list of them all I would be writing for
days, so let’s move on.
It’s a sad old day to write about clubs and
pigeon organisations that have gone under over
the years, but that’s the way it is nowadays. A
long time ago we lost the Wigan Amal and the
Warrington Fed has also now gone and only in
the last month the Cheshire Plains Fed, plus the
Two Counties Com have stopped racing due to
the lack of support from local clubs. Let’s just
hope they can get going sometime in the future.
Anyway the South Lancs Combine is up and
running, so clubs and Fed can make a comeback, if they can get some local support. The
South Lancs Combine is looking good for the
future, so if your club is looking for good racing
this season, give the Secretary Steve Carroll a
call on 07368 431587 for information regarding
the Combine.
THE OLD SCRIBE

